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Subject: Public Comment: 2 - San Bernardino
From: "Eugene H. DouceƩ" <
Date: Tue, 20 Sep 2011 18:25:27 +0000
To: votersfirstact@crc.ca.gov

>

From: Eugene H. Doucett <
Subject: New Redistricting Lines
Message Body:
To the Required Party
I am writing this to you to show my disagreement with your new redistricting lines as
with these new lines you would be taking away Congressman Lewis away from the Apple
Valley area and this would be a very Large Impact on us in the Apple Valley area.
I say this because i have been working with Congressman Lewis and his staffs both in
Washington and Redlands to help those people who are being denied Disability. These
people cannot afford to pay an Attorney and I have been doing these cases with the help
of Congressman Lewis's staff and with very good results for the people that need the
help. I provide this service to the people at no cost to them.
If Congressman Lewis is moved from our district then we would lose a very expensive
asset as i would have to go through and train the new Congressman's staffs so that the
people needing their disability pay to live on and so i need a staff that is aware of
the proper steps needed to get the job done.
I hope this will help you to reconsider the new redistricting lines and leave
Congressman Lewis in the Apple Valley area.
Thank You
Eugene H. Doucett, MSgt, USAF, Ret.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission

9/21/2011 8:52 AM
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Subject: Public Comment: 2 - San Bernardino
From: "Eugene H. DouceƩ" <
Date: Tue, 20 Sep 2011 18:13:08 +0000
To: votersfirstact@crc.ca.gov
From: Eugene H. Doucett <
Subject: New Redistricting Lines
Message Body:
To Required Party
I am writing to say that i am against the new redistricting as it would take
Congressman Jerry Lewis out of our area after being our representative for many years.
The reason for my disagreement of removing Congressman Lewis from our district is that
i work with him and his staffs both in Washington and Redlands on disability cases and
we have a great relationship and we know what each other needs and we have been very
successful in getting the Disability for the people that require it and don't have the
money to pay for a Lawyer and i do these packages for free for the people and work with
his staffs and we have gotten excellent results and I don't think we could do that with
a new Congressman because it would take to long for me to train the people on how we
need to work these cases.
I hope this will be able to keep Congressman Lewis in the Apple Valley area.
Thank You
Eugene H. Doucett, MSgt, USAF, Ret.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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